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Cultural Splash

Pongal Celebration

Honouring the local culture, the state
festival of Pongal was celebrated with
much enthusiasm. Due to the Covid
protocol, students were mere spectators
to the entire rituals observed at TIPS. The
staff kept the spirit alive with the
traditional “Rangoli” and boiling the
pongal in mud pots. The sweet pongal
was shared with the entire school
community sharing the prosperity and
sweetness of the festival enhancing the
importance of observing the local
culture and traditions.
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In order to succeed,

your desire for

success should be

greater than your

fear of failure

~ Bill Cosby

IBDP Nov2021 results

A Great Achievement 

Tips has done it again! Parth Gupta of The
Indian Public School, bought recognition to
Coimbatore once more in the world of IBDP, by
scoring the full points of 45/45, despite taking
an ambitious combination of Higher level
subjects, Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics.
Having initiated the Journey into IBDP in the
year 2014 with just 28 students, the current
strength of 175 students and the stupendous
results of IBDP November 2021 examination, yet
again proves the efficiency in maintaining
aconsistenttrackrecordofexcellent scores by the
TIPS IBDP Team.

Apart from Parth Gupta, 13 students scored 40
and above; 11 of them 35-39; 24 between 30-34;
67 subject specific 7 points (highest subject
score) with 71% awarded IBDP Diploma and the
rest IBDP certificates. It reflects the tremendous
hard work and dedication put by the student
sand staff to battle stress in the face of
pandemic challenges. Parth Gupta’s words
sums it all “Being more of an application-based
course, I not only had to have strong theoretical
knowledge but had also to spend a significant
amount of time doing research, exploring
multiple perspectives and meeting
deadlines.”Currently awaiting acceptance from
MIT, Parth as a senior has set the benchmark for
us to surpass!

~ HarshithaSree IBDP2
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Democracy is not

merely a form of

government. It is

primarily a mode of

associated living, of

conjoint

communicated

experience. It is

essentially an

attitude of respect

and reverence

towards fellow men

~ BR Ambedkar

Republic Day

Online Celebration

Republic day was virtually
celebrated due to the online
classroom mode. It limited the event
being celebrated at a bigger scale.
Yet, the patriotic feel was kept alive
through the unfurling of the
National Flag, speech by the
students on the importance of the
constitution, knowledge about the
laws and civic rights and singing the
national anthem. Students exhibited
their communication skills, where
the thoughts about the constitution
were rendered in both Hindi, Tamil
and in English. They also had the art
display drawn by the students to
commemorate the event. Take away
was the socio-historical significance
of the judiciary and respect for
multilingualism prevalent in India.

~ Preet Chajed IBDP 1
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Poetry is just the

evidence of life. If

your life is burning

well, poetry is just

the ash.

~ Leonard Cohen

Poem

A Thought Given

Imagine a scenario where every single idea.

That lives inside your head.

Rather than stowing away in there

Was stood up, was said?

Would you be humiliated?

Would you detest your mouth?

Would you rather be quiet?

Than let, reality come out?

Imagine a scenario in which each seemingly

insignificant detail.

Those individuals considered you.

Rather than being concealed

Was heard, was paid attention to?

Would you be embarrassed?

Would you cover your ears?

Would you rather be hard of hearing

Than let, reality draw close?

Also, consider the possibility of each picture.

That goes through your contemplations.

Was liberated from its jail

To wander until it spoils?

Would you be sickened?

Could you turn away?

Would you rather be visually impaired?

Than see, your considerations at play?

~ Yuvin Nehru Babu & Sri Sai Priya
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